Tropes and schemes name two classes of objects that animate investigations of several orthogonal fields of language study, namely rhetoric, poetics, and stylistics. The so-called master tropes (cf. Burke 1969) of metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche, and irony have received the most attentive research from a cognitive semiotic perspective, and our original intention when planning this issue was to disqualify any contributions dealing with these tropes in favor of more tropical schemes, such as metalepsis or syllepsis or meiosis. It quickly became apparent from the excellent range of submissions that such a stipulation was unnecessarily narrow and instead opted for contributions that advanced a cognitive semiotic understanding of the form-meaning relation irrespective of category.
which is manifested as a conversational interaction unfolds. Based on the analysis of real communicative interactions, the authors propose that the foregrounding of metaphor is a multimodal process, involving verbal and gestural elements, and including both an interactive and an individual dimension.
Beata Beigman Klebanov, David Kaufer, and Hilary Elise Yokota Franklin's contribution offers cognitive linguists and semioticians a new perspective on the notion of semantic domain as it relates to the trope, antithesis, a trope that plays on the primitive conceptual cohesion between words that pilot language user's attention through a text They show how attention to this trope at the micro-level can reveal larger organizational patterns operating at the discourse level This study shows how quantitative analysis of surface text can guide the interpretation of those texts as whole artifacts or kinds of artifacts, thereby fruitfully linking micro-rhetorical investigations with their macro-counterparts.
Lynn Chien and Randy Allen Harris's contribution explores the cognitive and cultural dynamics of cbengj/u, a species of four-character Chinese idiom that does not fit neatly into either the broad categorization of tropes or schemes, but rather into a hybrid figurai category they call Chroma, or figures that exploit the cognitive dimensions of intention. What is more, chengyu display the urbane learning of the writer thus this study shows how a class of figure are specific to highly refined discourse registers.
Following a tradition inaugurated with the previous volume, Issue #6 closes with an off-theme paper on a cognitive approach to genre, by Peter Hanenberg and Per Aage Brandt The authors consider genre in relation with higher order cognitive schemata formatted by culture, and relate the three major literary and discourse genres with cognitive modes. The paper examines how genres relate to semantic and experiential domains, and explores this interaction in canonical and new hybrid forms. Moreover, this contribution discusses the related notions of schema and schemata, from the cognitive science and the literary tradition respectively, and introduces an important distinction between subcategorial schémas, which are dynamic and schematic and present in many categories, and supercategorial schemata, higher-order gestalts that involve multiple categories. Literary genres are related to the latter.
In the aggregate, the articles in this issue show how the study of tropes and schemes can either be used as a formal starting point for understanding meaning construction and communication in particular semiotic phenomena or as systematic patterns in their own right
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